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A Fresh Start

Welcome to Jeffardy!

Senior Jeff Xie, Jeopardy! Teen Tournament winner,
races to submit
his answer before his competitors in the preliminary rounds of the show.
A ROAR OF APPLAUSE mixed
with bright overhead lights greeted
senior Jeff Xie as he walked onstage
and shook hands with Johnny
Gilbert, who had just announced
Jeff’s name to the thousands
of Jeopardy! viewers across the
country. As he stood under the
lights, in front of the cheering
audience and on the very stage
that he had only seen on television
until now, Jeff felt a sudden surge
of exhilaration—he was ready.
In September 2013, Jeff decided

to take the first step towards his
ultimate win. As an avid reader,
Jeff was fascinated by the idea of
participating in Jeopardy!, a game
show that tests contestants on
their general knowledge. In order
to be selected, Jeff had to endure a
very long selection process. First,
he took a 50-question online test,
and out of the thousands who
passed, he was randomly chosen
to be part of a select group of
250 to attend an audition. The
audition itself contained many
different components—a mock
game, a 50-question written

50th Year Celebration
By DEEKSHA UDUPA, freshman
HASTY HEART. Dracula. Rent.
Urinetown. Into the Woods. It
seems impossible for one company
to perform such unique, different
productions one year after another,
but the JPS Theatre Company
makes the impossible possible.
This year’s fall production,
50th Year Celebration, is an
amalgamation of the different
plays and musicals performed
by the JP Theatre Company
throughout its last fifty years.
For this exclusive production,
many alumni and teachers will
return to play their old parts
and join in with the festivity.
To ensure a flawless production,
the actors, board members, and
crew have already begun their
preparations.
Every
person
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Eat some bugs, save the world

involved in the production spends
many Saturdays and late nights
at school, working diligently in
order to make this fall production
better than any other. Junior Tara
Shukla, who plays numerous roles
in the fall production, remarked
that “rehearsals are grueling,
frustrating,
and
unnaturally
sweaty, but we wouldn’t go to
them if we didn’t truly love them.”
Although the crew members
aren’t delivering monologues
or
performing
complicated
dance numbers, they are just as
important as the actors in the
production. From the tech crew
to the art crew to the costume
heads, everyone is putting in
immense amounts of time and
effort to make every second of this
upcoming production impeccable.
This year’s fall production is a bit

Shen explained, “It was nice
to see everybody from middle
school again, but they looked so
different that it was hard to tell
who they were.” Shouts of “Wow,
you shaved!” and “I thought I was
taller than you!” were heard in the
background, along with students
nonchalantly claiming they hadn’t
yet started their summer reading.
When
the
doors
finally
opened, smiling teachers and
friendly H.A.W.K.S. members
guided the new students into
the gymnasium. After receiving
their IDs, comparing photos, and
squinting at confusing schedules,
the students were directed to
the auditorium, where the JP
Marching Hawks greeted them
with live music. Once everyone
was seated, the band members
performed the “Fight Song,”
encouraging the freshmen to join
in the second time around, almost
as if part of an initiation ceremony.

By SAMARTH PATEL, freshman
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By SAMIKA PARAB, junior
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test, and an interview. Based on
the results of the audition, Jeff
was chosen to be one of the 15
people who would participate
in
the
televised
Jeopardy!.
After he was selected, Jeff
spent the majority of his days
and nights rigorously preparing.
He continued to read daily, a
habit that has allowed him to
expand his knowledge of various
subjects. He also made use of
online websites that contained
archives of the thousands of

ON
WEDNESDAY,
August
27, the doors of JP Stevens
opened to welcome the class of
2018. The freshmen orientation,
organized by the JP faculty and
H.A.W.K.S. members, offered
an opportunity for students to
familiarize themselves with the
school before classes officially
started. Through a full schedule
of speeches, activities, and
information sessions, H.A.W.K.S.
helped not just another but all
the wonderful kids on the path to
success in their high school careers.
The
day
began
when
students were
dropped off
as early as 7:00 a.m. While
some were ready for the day
ahead, others were still trying
to break their summer sleep
schedules. As students clustered
around the front doors, they
frantically searched the crowd
for friends they had not seen
since June. Freshman Andrew

See ORIENTATION, page 11

See JEFFARDY, page 11

more challenging for the crew than
usual, since details from countless
plays with various backdrops must
come together as a whole. The
nature of this production calls for
different time periods for both
See 50th YEAR, page 11

JP Day

By PALNA MEHTA, junior

A SENSE OF PRIDE and unity
filled the air as the students of John
P. Stevens High School arrived
at school on a chilly Saturday
morning to celebrate the 4th
annual JP Day. On October 18, the
school hosted a fundraising event
in which various clubs organized
activities and performances for
the students and their families.
Senior Julia Zou stated, “JP Day is

AAISHA MAPKAR

Freshmen, excited for a new school year, wait to get their
student IDs from H.A.W.K.S. members the morning of
orientation.
such an enjoyable day for people to
have fun and relax. I’ve personally
gone every year since freshmen
year and I’ve always had a good
time with friends and family.”
This year, JP Stevens attempted
to raise enough money to
construct a greenhouse. Those
who donated $10 or more were
entered into a raffle to win a 50”
Toshiba flat screen television.
Those who donated $20 received
three entries and those who
donated $50 received ten entries.
Clubs set up many creative

activities and fascinating songs and
dances. There was not only a variety
of performances to watch, but also
a plethora of activities to take
part in. The members of FCCLA
organized quite a popular cupcake
decorating
station,
featuring
cupcakes and icing that they
prepared themselves. Meanwhile,
Project Sunshine projected its
artistic side with the extremely
popular henna tattoo station.
Outside, students enjoyed a bouncy
See JP DAY, page 11
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Bug Appétit
By HELENA WU, columnist
IF I TOLD YOU that eating bugs is perhaps
one of the best ways you can help the planet
right now, you’d probably back away slowly
and take off without delay. Even though this
statement is completely true, the ideas in
your mind—which do not tangibly exist as
far as the rest of the world is concerned—
heavily influence and control your behavior
in this situation. Your gut reaction would
be disgust and outrage at my preposterous
suggestion. But if you think deeply about
it, this situation is just an instance in which
the only barriers preventing people from
adopting healthier, more efficient practices
are are stubborness and cultural stigmas.
But why eat bugs in the first place?
Consuming insects on a worldwide scale
would alleviate the global food crisis. Here
in the United States, it is outlandish to
think that there would ever be a shortage
of food: after all, grocery stores and fast
food joints abound, and all of them seem
to have shelves always stocked to the
brim. Yet while the entire planet
churns out more than enough
food to feed the worldwide
population, there are still
hundreds of millions of
people are still starving.
In addition, neglect
in the food system
prevents sufficient
aid from reaching
those who need
it. At home, our
food
bounty
inflicts
a
heavy price on capital, the environment, and
the workforce. Raising animals for slaughter
is a surprisingly resource-intensive process:
massive amounts of water, fodder, and space
are needed to produce disproportionately
small amounts of meat, and the resulting
waste is ungodly. There is no way this

pattern of cultivating animals for protein
can sustain a voracious global population
that is only skyrocketing. However, if insects
were added to the equation, the ratio of
input to output would be vastly improved.
Many notable organizations such as the
United Nations have also made similar
proposals.
According to its
studies,
insects are
chock-full
of healthy
f a t s ,
protein, and
nutrients.
Not only are
h e a l t h y,
but they are
also quite
tasty : several
appetizing
dishes around
t h e
world

fe a t u re b u g s ,
s u c h
a
s
fried grasshoppers or roasted termites.
The big problem is that no one in the
United States wants to eat insects, even
though doing so would be completely
reasonable and even beneficial. In fact,
several cultures around the world continue
to enjoy animal specimens that are

unfamiliar to us. Moreover, early humans
thrived on “creepy crawlies” like crickets,
caterpillars, and beetles. Remarkably, the
modern stigmas of repulsion represent
a huge paradigm shift when compared
to the circumstances mentioned above.
Cultural mores, as well as the behaviors
influenced by them, evolve drastically.
Popular mindsets about basic habits
affect how we interact with the world and
place strong yet unnecessary limits on us.
Is it really worth accepting preconceived
notions that could obstruct the world’s
ability to thrive? Of course, the example of
an impending food crises, though dire, is
mostly unrelatable to us; however, the idea
of consuming insects still highlights how
open-mindedness offers brilliant solutions
through critical thinking. There are more
close-to-home habits that have dubious
origins, such as divulging test information to
your friends who might later outscore you, or
studying for classes by tediously poring over
texts and taking notes mindlessly because
that method seems to be the norm. These
cases can be handled more intelligently,
but the common responses are so deeply
ingrained that few people
bother to challenge them.
Every action has a motive—
sometimes the motive is clear,
but other times it arises
from
misconceptions
and prejudices. We
should be wary of a
crowd
mentality
that impedes the pursuit
of better alternatives. In any case, try
searching your own life for instances
where your behavior is influenced by the
often mistaken assumptions made by our
culture. Standing out from the crowd
and
changing
your
methods
for
improvement
is
healthy—just
as
healthy as chowing down on bugs.

Fact or (Science) Fiction?
By SARAH WANG, columnist
IN THE MODERN WORLD, the word
“science” is synonymous with discovery,
enlightenment, and undeniable truth.
Yet, we often forget that the very science
we know today was built upon countless
scientific theories of the past that have
since been revised, improved, and even
entirely debunked. Science is not static—it
is ever changing, with new theories being
discovered and old ones being discarded
daily. Even theories from centuries ago still
held valid today have undergone endless
modifications since their initial development;
who knows what scientific theories will
still be accepted in the future? A discipline
so constantly in flux cannot be trusted
absolutely; even though we have come a
long way from the ages when superstition
ruled us, science will undoubtedly continue
to change in the millennia to come. Science
can be trusted to an extent, but can never
be viewed as undeniable truth; nothing that
we think we have discovered about this
world is immune to change or replacement.
Take, for example, atomic theory. It was
Democritus who first developed the concept
of the atom and defined the atom as the
smallest particle of matter, indivisible and
indestructible. Not until the 19th century,
however, was the atom accepted as a
fundamental chemical object through the
work of John Dalton, who explained the
chemical properties of atoms. Dalton’s theory
is essentially still valid today, but numerous
additions have been made to it. Thomson’s
introduction of the nucleus, Rutherford’s
planetary model, and Bohr’s energy levels
for electrons were all later added onto
Dalton’s theory—and even these additions

did not complete the current quantum
mechanical model. Stop and consider for
a moment—how many millions of people
in the past held erroneous views of the
fundamental unit of the universe, believing
their models to be absolute? How many
people today are still mistaken, believing
our current model to be the final one? In
all likelihood, there must be at least some
truth to the atomic theory; it would not have
survived the test of time otherwise. Our own
quantum mechanical model may be right,
but it may also be incomplete. We think we
know nearly everything there is to be known
about Earth, and yet we know very little;
there is so much room for improvement.
Thousands of years from now, our model
of the atom may merely be a primitive
stepping stone for yet another discovery.
Moving away from the esoteric
examinations that concern primarily
chemists and physicists, many scientific
theories applicable to daily life have been
debunked as well. The theory of the “left
and right brain” that many people believe
today is merely one out of the many. As pop
culture would have you believe, if you’re
left-brained, you’re logical, detail-oriented,
and analytical; if you’re right-brained,
you’re creative, artistic, and subjective. This
theory has been the foundation for countless
personality tests, career choice quizzes, and
self-motivation books, but it’s nothing more
than a popular myth. The 2013 findings of
the University of Utah suggest that there is
no correlation between personality type and
which side of the brain you use more. The
researchers analyzed resting brain scans
and brain regions to observe the division
of processes between the left and right
hemispheres. They found no indication that

people preferentially use their left brain
network or their right brain network more
often. With this theory debunked, have
we finally found “truth?” For hundreds of
years before the right and left brain theory
was formed, scientists considered the two
sides of the brain to be mirror images of
each other. Only within recent years was
this theory popularized. In short, the latest
breakthrough in science actually debunked
the previous breakthrough. Is that progress,
or is that simply regression? Stepping
forward and back, constantly refuting what
was previously considered to be progress,
society continues to search for the truth.
Every civilization thinks it has found
the final answer to the workings of the
universe; no generation can even begin to
imagine what innovations the succeeding
one will create. Many of us today believe
our science to be ultimate—infallible, even.
However, science has always changed and
will continue to change in the future; this
generation will neither be the first nor
the last to see breakthroughs made and
disproved. We believe every discovery in
science to be a step forward, and yet these
often disprove previous discoveries made in
the past. We live in a world of uncertainty,
where nothing is definite and everything
is questionable—even age-old scientific
theories. That is not to say, of course, that you
should never trust scientific developments;
many century-old theories are still relevant
in modern day science. However, question
progress, question established theories, and
question the world around you. After all,
science is built upon one simple question:
why? When science is presented in a way
that does not allow you to ask that question,
it becomes no better than mere superstition.
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Charting Your Own Course
By KRISHNAVENI TADI, sophomore
UPPERCLASSMEN. Even as they scorn their
younger and less experienced counterparts,
they are nevertheless revered as carriers of
invaluable, unattainable wisdom regarding
classes, teachers, and the other unwritten
rules of high school. They need only open
their mouths and in a matter of seconds,
they are swarmed by masses of eagerto-please freshmen and still-somewhatanxious sophomores, all clamoring and
piously listening for those potentially gamechanging words. Of course, this isn’t new—
it is a time-honored tradition of schools
everywhere, where the cocky upperclassman
chides and occasionally instills fear into the
rather faint-hearted youngsters. This desire
for guidance and a veteran opinion stems
straight from human instinct and is deeply
embedded into our psychological makeup.
While this need for advice from a mentor
is appropriate for certain parts of life, it is
not necessary for the school environment.
The high school experience is not onesize-fits-all. It holds in store something
different for everyone. While one student
may find algebra to be an unfathomable
muddle of numbers and letters, others
may take great pride in their ability to
efficiently puzzle answers out of that
seemingly incoherent mess. Likewise, the
student struggling with algebra might
enjoy her creative writing class, where
she can entangle her reader in her web of
words, whereas other students may not be
able to properly articulate their emotions
on paper. In this way, some classes may be
demanding or completely draining for some,
but effortless for others. Therefore, taking
another person’s word about the difficulty
of a certain course is never a good idea; it
just creates stress for students, hindering
them from achieving their full potential for

fear of doing the wrong thing and hurting
their GPA. It is only possible for students
to give their best in an environment where

they are unaffected by false impressions.
My freshman year, I had my schedule
brusquely snatched out of my quaking,
clammy hands by juniors and seniors,
who, after poring over the list ever so
nonchalantly, would fling it back to me with
pity. They told me that I was in for a dreadful
year, because one of my teachers was overly
strict or a tough grader. After a pause in the
conversation, I managed to choke out the
question, “Why?” The upperclassmen, as
if waiting for my question, launched into
tirades about the difficulty of my classes. I
left with their resounding warnings ringing
in my ears. So before I even met my teachers,
I had formed an impression that there was

no need to even try in her class—if I got a
bad grade it would be her fault. And I did get
bad grades, but they had nothing to do with
the teacher. I
wasn’t studying,
and that was
why I wasn’t
doing too well.
She
actually
turned out to
be much better
than expected;
she was very
fair because she
always showed
us the grading
rubrics before
any and every
assignment,
and encouraged
us to approach
her with any
quandaries
about
our
grades.
I
found that I
was not the
only one who
had this prejudice—many of my peers
who had received the same advice
found themselves in a rut as well.

High school is a time to shape character—
something you can’t do if you are constantly
worried about being perfect. Although
classes seem like the most important part
of your life, they are not. Ludicrous as it
may seem, there is a raw kind of beauty
in life’s cycle of stumbling, falling, and
getting back up. High school itself is like
a labyrinth, full of choices, people, and
twisting, winding paths that all eventually
lead to a door, behind which rests your
calling in life. College admissions and grades
set aside, finding this door is the ultimate
goal of high school. There is no shortcut to
finding this door; you must get scarred and
bruised to build up your strength and learn
about yourself. Using another student’s
advice will not help you find the door—
everyone’s labyrinth is different, and you
can’t use someone else’s map to navigate
your life. But when you reflect upon your
own experiences, you can remember your
errors and all the lessons learned from
them. So, the next time you hear an
upperclassman recounting experiences of
a certain teacher or course and offering
their hard-earned wisdom, don’t take it too
seriously. That advice won’t be of much
help to you. Ironically, you only need one
piece of advice when it comes
to
high
school—live
it
yourself.

Appalling Apparel
By TARA SHUKLA, junior
IN 1970, in probably the most infamous
college protest of the century, the Ohio
National Guard shot down four students at
Kent State University who were protesting
against the American invasion of Cambodia
in the Vietnam War. Jeffery Glenn Miller,
Allison B. Krause, William Knox Schroeder,
and Sandra Lee Scheuer lost their lives
speaking out on their beliefs, sparking rage
across the nation. Surely the lost voices of
the unapologetically outspoken should be
remembered, but is the self-proclaimed
hipster in your English class rocking a
fake blood-stained Kent State sweatshirt
really paying her respects? The answer is
quite complicated. Clothing corporation
Urban Outfitters definitely thought it was
appropriate, releasing that sweater as a
part of its vintage line. In a consistently
forthright world with varying opinions,
the line between thought-provoking and
plainly offensive is erased and redrawn so
often that its exact location is always blurry.
At the end of the day, however, it is the
intent of the person wearing the clothing
that matters. Needless to say, if either the
garment or garment wearer’s motive is
outwardly insensitive, public backlash is
warranted—and this is no more obvious
than in recent backlash over controversial
clothing designs like the Kent State sweater.
Now pulled from the store, the sweater
was splattered with red dye and has naturally
frayed holes resembling dried blood and
bullet holes. It’s clear that the design makes
a statement while remaining subtle enough
to retain the aura of “coolness” coveted
by the stereotypical 18 to 24 year old UO
shopper. What is bothersome, however, is
the idea of a company trying to profit from
a tragedy. The $129 retail price comes across
as just plain obnoxious. On top of that, there
was the possibility that the item would
have been purchased by a person who does
not care for or understand the historical
background behind the sweater’s design; for
the ever-growing ill-informed public, this
picture is not farfetched. Such a compelling
and personal statement is better off not
being made by an international corporation,
especially by one that has caused more than
its fair share of controversy. Such emotional
affirmations about a tragedy like the Kent

State massacre should be considered
individually, not shoved into the faces of
the customers of a brand clearly benefiting
from both sales and free publicity. All things
considered, if designed or worn for the right
reasons, the sweater design or message
would not be offensive, but Urban Oufitters’
attention-seeking ploy most definitely is.
Meanwhile, the utter audacity of other
articles of clothing is more apparent. Last
year, Urban Outfitters released a heather gray
women’s V-neck with the phrase “Eat Less”
printed in curly, white letters and promoted
on a size 00 model who appeared rather
emaciated. Naturally, people got angry, the
shirt was removed from the store, and the
company gave a short, lackluster apology.
Unlike the sweater, this clothing piece, no
matter how you spin it, blatantly promotes
eating disorders, body judgment, and the
objectification of women. The crudely
simplistic design does not provoke thought
or make a statement; instead it insults
those with severe medical conditions and
further pressures young women to conform
to the ideals of a world that is already
obsessed with unattainable perfection.
Underneath these tops lies a deeper
issue. In addition to Urban Outfitters,
many other companies have been stealthily
incorporating messages of size and even
racial discrimination into their clothing
lines. Most notoriously, Abercrombie & Fitch
has done so by refusing to carry sizes XL and
above for women; in an interview in 2006,
Mike Jefferies claimed to market clothing to
only “cool, good-looking people.” To refuse to
carry certain sizes is one thing, but to publicly
and proudly announce A & F’s harsh opinion
on such a sensitive subject as body image is
in many ways just as bad as, if not worse than,
the “Eat Less” tee. To openly discriminate
against a group of people and promote
unhealthy lifestyles is transparantly hateful.
From kids’ shirts similar to Holocaust
prisoner outfits from Zara to racist graphic
tees of Chinese-American caricatures from
Abercrombie & Fitch, many articles of
clothing can be seen as controversial. But are
they all equally morally incorrect? Of course
not. The point of fashion is to make people
talk, but the discussion shouldn’t promote
negativity and discrimination. In the wise
words of Tim Gunn, “Make it work,” and
make it work in the favor of society as a whole.
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Eying the Storm
By RITA WANG, political columnist

FOUNDED IN 2003, ISIS, which is also
known as the Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant, is a splinter cell of Al-Qaeda. It
stretches from Syria to Iraq and is known
for killing dozens of people at a time by
crucifixion and public execution. It rules
by Sharia law and generates resources
through extortion and robbery. It is also
committing genocide and ruining ethnic
diversity by targeting Assyrians and Kurds.
Yet even with all the bad and destructive
actions it takes, I am frustrated at the
prospect of the United States going to war
again, because it seems to me that war has
never benefited anyone involved. The War
on Terror was not successful, and ending
it was one of the major campaign promises
of our current president. The current turn
of events seems very familiar to those
who witnessed and clearly remember
most of the last decade—preparation for
a war abroad with unclear prospects. For
the current generation, our future will be
surely affected by how the prospects unfold.
War is not the answer. When America
entered Iraq, the mission wasn’t focused
and didn’t deal with the problem. Time was
wasted, and I’m not sure if this will be different.
Because we are members of a generation
that grew up after the 9/11 terror attacks,
we regard the Middle East with incredibly
different emotions than our parents and
grandparents did. My earliest memory is
of 9/11: I was almost five when the tragedy
happened, and I remember getting picked
up early by my parents, even before lunch
time. “That’s odd,” I had thought, “My
parents are always late.” My mom was
pregnant and working in the Financial
District at the time. She didn’t go to work
that morning because she had a mammogram
scheduled, and thus narrowly missed the
chaos. I remember it very clearly, and I’m
sure I’m not the only one who shared this

experience. Most JP students’ experiences
with foreign policy in the Middle East
start with 9/11 and the PATRIOT Act. The
War on Terror has been the background
music of our entire lives, and it is almost
terrifying how easily we’ve come to accept it.
We are
incredibly
sensitive to small
changes
in
tradition.
L a s t
year, JP
students
w e r e
outraged
when
the
expected
“9/11
moment
of
silence”
did
not
occur.
I
remember
s t u d e n t s
posting
on
Facebook
essays
of
their

sentiments, and each of those essays
generating hundreds of likes. Through the
combined efforts of students and teachers,
we managed to bring the precious moment
of silence back. We have a distinct reaction
to the tragedies caused by terrorism, but
sometimes for the worst. When high school
students discuss ISIS, as I have seen in history

classes, they are outraged and have overall
negative opinions. “I don’t really know that
much about ISIS, but they killed American
journalists, and we have to fight that!”
The War on Terror and the aftermath
of 9/11 have somehow become as
commonplace to us as smartphones and
Parent Portal. But, our memory of the
Middle East only starts with 9/11. If we
travel back in time, a myriad of events
emerge that make the turmoil in the
Middle East seem a bit clearer. In the
1950s, foreign policy was centered
around relations between the United
States and the former Soviet Union, and
Iraq was not of much interest until oil was
discovered in the area. But the 1960s led
to much political instability in the region,
starting with the bloody fall of the Iraqi
monarchy in 1958. Around the 1980s, the
United States was alarmed by Saddam
Hussein’s genocide of the Kurds and
his subsequent invasion of Kuwait;
President H.W. Bush then decided
to intervene in what was known as
the Gulf War and adopted
a policy of containment
that was later criticized
by Osama bin Laden.
The rest is history,
which, as they say,
is repeating itself
as we get involved
with Iraq again.
As the United
States gears up for
Iraq and President
Obama
assures
us that “this time will be different,” it is
necessary to ignore our gut feelings of
patriotism and vengeance and analyze
the issue. The tragedy of 9/11 is not the
starting point of the War on Terror.
Clarification is paramount—all of us will
be of voting age soon and we should
not let jingoism cloud our judgment.

Holding on Without Holder
By EPHANY WANG, political columnist
ONCE PRAISED by President Barack Obama
for his “toughness and independence,” Eric
Holder, United States Attorney General
and one of the Obama administration’s
longest-serving cabinet members, recently
announced his planned resignation on
September 25, 2014. Holder, now 63, has
already stated several times that he never
intended for his stay to be a permanent one.
Considering his accomplishments in office,
his impending leave inevitable fills us with
a certain dread. After five years in office, he
remains the third longest serving Attorney
General in the nation’s history and a man who
has taken a stand in uncertain times. This
is no small feat. As he awaits the President
and Congress to induct a replacement,
a process that may take well over a year,
the question remains—how will Holder’s
resignation impact the United States? There
is no direct answer except for an ominous
uncertainty. In such complex times as
today, it will be difficult to recover from the
departure of Holder, whose experience and
intellect were crucial to American politics.
Holder’s resignation brings back memories
of milestone events during his successful
career as Attorney General. His indispensable
role in the Obama administration’s War
on Terror not only garnered the legal
support for Obama’s operation, but also
set a precedent for the procedures used to
decide the fate of the conspirators involved
in the attacks on September 11, 2001. His
progressive “Smart on Crime” program
established the framework for a more
effective yet less aggressive approach to
crime, and Holder’s pivotal role in indicting

former senator Ted Stevens on corruption
charges instilled a newfound confidence in
the American justice system. As Holder’s
pending resignation approaches, so does the
unstable path that America must navigate.
Without Holder’s guidance, America’s
counter-terrorism programs may prove to
be inadequate, since Holder has carried our
nation through Osama bin Laden’s death and
the prosecution of 9/11 terrorists. Currently,
the United States is facing the ISIS crisis, an
ongoing issue with global ramifications. In
Holder’s absence, how will the United States
be able to handle this crisis? As a leader
in both foreign and national affairs, Eric
Holder also leaves the domestic platform of
the nation hanging in mid-air. An advocate
for civil rights with a reputation as a
corruption-buster, Eric Holder has made
both progressive and timely decisions. With
the recent conviction of former governor
of Virginia Bob McDonnell on charges of
bribery, will the United States have the
confidence to face corruption and other
serious crimes without one of our defenders?
The answer depends on who will step up
after him. While it is still a bit early in the
game to discern a clear replacement for
Eric Holder, rumors have been circulating.
A few names include the current Solicitor
General Donald Verrilli, Massachusetts
governor Deval Patrick, California Attorney
General Kamala Harris, and U.S. Attorney
for the Southern District of New York
Preet Bharara. However, in terms of
controversiality and perseverance, these
names pale in comparison to Holder.
What exactly Holder’s resignation will
mean for the United States is obvious
through his long-lasting battle for civil

rights, which succeeded in part due to his
uncompromising standards and refusal to
find a middle ground. Holder leaves large
shoes to fill, as his substantial work in
defending the voting rights of minorities
and promoting unbiased redistricting
will neither be forgotten nor its impact
subdued. This includes his defense of samesex marriage by means of enfranchising
policy throughout the nation. In an effort
to perpetuate Holder’s legacy of breaking
through civil rights, an uncommon man must
walk in as the first black Attorney General
steps out the door, one with the same resolve
and strength to confront the issues that
this nation experiences every single day.
Holder recently found his way back to
Scranton, Pennsylvania the day after he
announced his resignation. Standing in
the courthouse where he won his first big
trial as a public corruption prosecutor,
Holder reflected on his family, journey, and
legacy. In the light of this full circle, Holder
was heard saying, “I would give five years
off my life for my parents to be here for five
minutes,” a tribute to the early passing of
both his parents, who never witnessed his
appointment to the Obama administration’s
Cabinet. Nonetheless, while Holder finds
himself reflecting, so does America. As the
first black Attorney General and vanguard
of many indispensable aspects of our
nation, Holder has left behind a legacy
that will challenge his successor. And
while his career has been controversial,
his role in shaping America into the
nation it is today is crucial. As he proceeds
to embark on a new chapter in his
life, we wish him all the best and cross
our fingers for the future of America.
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Yellow Fever
By ANDREW SHEN, freshman
HEADLINES FLASH across the screen of a
television. Some are good, some are bland,
but most are eye-catching or fear-inducing.
Most striking, however, is the coverage
of the day’s breaking news. For the past
few hours, the only reports have been
covering such. In the age of mass media,
information reaches the general public at
the click of a button. Rapid dissemination
of international news allows us to learn
more about the world more quickly than
ever before. Unfortunate and mysterious
stories are milked to gain viewership
by targeting at our fears, and real news
may be hidden away under the depths of
yellow journalism. This sensationalized
journalism does not benefit anybody but
network executives, but is there a way
to balance it out with informative news?
Consider current media coverage of
the Ebola virus, which originated in
West Africa. Ebola is a gruesome killer;
symptoms include vomiting, internal and
external bleeding, and a fatality rate that
exceeds 50%. Clearly, it is imperative that
we are knowledgeable of this disease. Yet
what is the line between education and
scaremongering? Although symptoms are
a major part of the disease, we emphasize
grisly aspects such as the “liquefaction”
of internal organs. News articles are
released daily, bombarding us with horrific
stories and planting the fear that Ebola
will manifest in an airborne form. And
why are the news networks giving us
all these worrisome stories? When they
induce panic, viewership will increase as
the masses seek to know and hear more.
By striking at our fears, the networks
benefit from our increased curiosity.
Similarly, when Malaysia Airlines Flight
370 went missing, it quickly became a
leading news story. Near-constant coverage
of the story reminded us of the potential
dangers of traveling by plane, and several
far-fetched theories were suggested for
our consideration. While it was important
for us to know about the disappearance,
it was unnecessary to release an excess of
stories, like some outlets had done. Such
handling of the situation was ridiculed not
only due to the outlandish ideas given by
commentators, but also because of the fact
that other news stories were given little
attention since the focus was being directed
towards the MH370 tragedy. The preference
for stories that will draw in more readers
over those that have relevant information
by major news networks reflects poorly,
and does not serve to inform the public.
Yet how can we, the general public, allow
reporters to withhold the full story? On
many topics, journalists often make use
of deceptive headlines meant to draw in
readers, and we allow them to prey on some
of our deepest feelings. Many networks
seem to be more concerned about shallow
issues, making us fall right into the trap of
“clickbait,” articles meant to generate online
views. We must demand more informative
news, but we also must be less apathetic.
We are in need of unbiased reporting—
rather than putting us into states of panic,
news networks should report on more
enlightening stories, in ways that are
not sensationalized. If we allow them to
exaggerate informative reports, we will
continue to be misinformed. But if we go
in the opposite direction, the cycle will
also continue due to the lack of appeal in
real news. A focus on real-world issues in
the classroom will support well-rounded
journalism. It may seem as if we are caught
up in vapid sensationalism; however,
change always starts from the bottom
up. If we start making a difference now,
it is possible for journalism to become
more authentic in the years to come.
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HAWKWHY: Taking flight

WHO ARE YOU, HAWKWHY?
Why, what a great question, fellow hawk.
I, HawkWhy, am an enigmatic creature
that has endeavored to answer as many
questions as possible from the JP student
body. Any student can ask me a question,
but only a lucky few will receive a fraction of
the much sought-after space in my column.
I, HawkWhy, fully understand the life of
a student, and my responses are carefully
constructed to best assist you with your
situation.
At this point, you may be thinking, “Why
should I ask you, HawkWhy, for advice on
my problems instead of my friends?” Well
for one, I may know a thing or two that even
your most knowledgeable chums don’t.
From ranking the importance of your daily
workload to advising you on how to pass
your toughest classes to informing you of the
best way to “dress down,” I can guarantee
that my answers will always be articulated in
the most helpful and interesting way. There
is one thing you should be aware of before
embarking on this journey with me: I can
be a bit satirical at times, but my advice is
always given in a tongue-in-cheek manner
(like I said, I can articulate in a helpful and
interesting way). So take what you will from
my advice; read it religiously or skim over
it while sipping herbal tea before flipping
back apathetically to the YKYGs. This is
HawkWhy, taking flight and answering the
calls of our first questioners!
HOW IMPORTANT IS THIS ONE MATH
QUIZ?
In short, this one math quiz will be the
difference between going to Princeton and
living in your parents’ basement forever.
Confused? No worries; I will expand upon
this topic:
You may have heard the old idiom, “In the
grand scheme of things, will it matter?” This
is a question that often comes up at 3 o’clock
in the morning when you cram feverishly

for that one math quiz. You might also ask
yourself, “Wow! Who came up with such a
profound and perfectly logical question?”
The answer: No one actually knows or cares
who said it. But even though the identity of
this wise person doesn’t matter that much in
the grand scheme in things, your math quiz
certainly does.
Which brings up another saying you may
have also heard: “To err is human.” It’s
nice that Alexander Pope thought this, but
unfortunately, chances are that the top tier
college you’re interested in isn’t interested
in humans—well, you know what I mean.
It’s only interested in students that ace every
quiz, lead every club, feed every homeless
puppy, and never sleep. So when your eyelids
are getting heavy at 3 a.m., just remember that
the school you’re planning on applying to
probably doesn’t accept people with healthy
sleep cycles. So grab some toothpicks, prop
up those lids, and prepare for the long haul.

presidential hairdos. (Your teacher may
tell you to remember the Alamo, but
what you should really remember are the
muttonchops.)
When taking a class of any kind, you will
be expected to learn. Shocking. While this is
also true in a U.S. History class, a student can
only truly master APUSH with an arsenal of
inane facts that will never be needed outside
of an AP exam. I suggest remembering all of
the inconsequential details, but if you find
this too hard a task, at least remember
this: life is like a box of chocolates—
you never know which DBQ you’re
going to get.
So when May rolls
around, don’t freak
out. With your coffee
in hand, reread
your
notes,
study your
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review book, and take a practice test here
and there. You may even consider forming
a study group, but think twice; as the old
saying goes, “Keep your friends close, but
not when you’re studying for an AP exam.
Alienate them.”

HOW CAN I DO WELL IN APUSH?
Just as America’s long succession
of old, frail presidents needed
calcium supplements to keep
their osteoporosis in check,
you will need supplements
to keep your APUSH grade
afloat. Luckily, I, HawkWhy,
can provide you with a
William Howard Taft-sized tub
full of APUSH tips.
If you’re reading this,
then you’re not in APUSH.
Because if you are, you
only have time to read
Crash Course, Barron’s, or
5 Steps to Soiling Yourself
During the FRQ. Any and
all time used sleeping,
eating, or interacting with
other beings of your species
is precious time that could
be better spent memorizing

SAT- ACT Prep
• 120 Hours of prep - $2100
• 96 Hours of Teaching + 6 Sample Tests - 24 hour
• Math / Reading Comprehension / Grammar / Writing
• Teachers with more than 10 year of SAT tutoring experience
• Target SAT date: Jan 24th / Mar 14th

We also offer:
▶ Math Groups : Algebra / Geometry / PreCalculus / Calculus
▶ SAT Reading Comprehension / Grammar / Math Groups
▶ Computer Science and Andriod App Development

732 243 9271
www.RisingFuture.com

Register by Oct 24th

Class Starts Nov 1st

Computer Science

▶ One-On-One Academic Tutoring: Math / English / Science

Call

$150 off

Rising Future Learning Center
7 Lincoln Highway, Suite 215
Edison NJ 08820
contact@risingfuture.com

Introduction to
Computer Science
App Development - Android
AP Computer Science
C++ / HTML / Java Script
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You Know You Go To JPS When...

...you’ve seen people trapped in the
courtyard after passing is over...
...but you’re too busy laughing to let them in.
...it seems like half of your freshman
year is spent at JPS Program For Success
assemblies.
...six years have passed and the auditorium
clock still hasn’t been fixed.
...your friends hear your first name on
morning announcements and assume it’s
your birthday...
...even though the actual person mentioned
has a completely different last name, and
your birthday was last month.
...students wait after school to use the
vending machines for non-diet Snapple...
...because the machine will occasionally
drop two lemon Snapples for the price of
one.
...you had a tough time figuring out what
“Not in Our House” actually means.

...freshmen attempt the wave at pep rallies
every year.
...the geese have disappeared...
...and you didn’t realize they were gone until
you noticed that you haven’t had to watch
your step outside lately.
...freshman social has become a Halloween
party for the upperclassmen.
...freshmen look tinier and tinier every
year...
...and even the freshmen agree.
...one of the greatest mysteries is the
identity of the Hawk mascot...
...and how he or she manages to breathe in
that suit.
...students take both the ACT and the SAT
“just in case.”
...during the fall the most popular sport is
garba...
...and “garbathletes” include students of all
different cultures and backgrounds.

Treat Yourself
By GRACE CHUNG , junior
TRICK-OR-TREAT! Just a few days ago, you
probably heard dozens of children chanting
this familiar phrase at your doorstep. As
the end of October approached, one of the
most iconic American traditions returned,
transforming the somewhat cute kids on
your block into little monsters with plastic
wings and cotton-filled muscles. With
costumes, decorations, and enormous
amounts of candy, Halloween is always a
chaotic but enjoyable scene to behold. With
such a festive atmosphere, however, it is
truly a pity that many teenagers chose to
stay home this year rather than to go out and
spend the evening having fun and getting
free candy.
While high school students are definitely
not too old for candy, they certainly couldn’t
run around screaming like seven-year-olds.
Scratch that—high school students can’t
afford to run around because they still had
stacks of books and piles of notes on their
desks waiting to be read. Unfortunately, the
most common reason high school students
bailed on trick-or-treating was because
they had too much work on their plates, not
candy.
“But I have to get good grades to get into

a good college!” they exclaimed in an effort
to defend themselves. Still, those miniIronmen and mini-Cinderellas who were
incessantly ringing your doorbell probably
didn’t understand the dilemma you were

stuck in. On the night of October 31st, you
might as well have abandoned your plans
to study and just handed out candy instead.
Unless you wore lawn mower earmuffs

A Box of Chocolates
By VICTORIA CHANDRA, junior

“WANT ONE?” This familiar question,
asked by so many students in the harried
moments before class starts, immediately
evokes an image of Forrest Gump offering
bonbons to strangers—except replace Forrest
Gump with a crowd of desperate, hungry
teenagers and you’ll have a more accurate
picture of JP Stevens. Indeed, our school’s
infatuation with Gertrude Hawk
chocolate was diagnosed
by the administration as
a classroom disruption
when
sellers
and
customers
unabashedly
began conducting business
transactions in the middle of
class.
With the declaration that
Gertrude Hawk treats were
contraband in school, my plan
was to build a coalition of loyal
followers who would buy only
from me. However, this plan
soon proved futile; my “faithful” adherents
bought, on more than one occasion, from
one of my many competitors as soon as I
turned my back. In an effort to improve my
selling strategy, I thought about all of the
plausible reasons that I failed to maintain

faithful customers. After discounting all
other possibilities, I blamed my struggles
on the cardboard Gertrude Hawk boxes.
Much to my disadvantage, I had been using
a drawstring bag to surreptitiously transport
the delicious goods. Since the design is so
iconic and the brand name is blazoned so
brightly across the box, my
customers had

been
quickly
identifying
other sellers and impulsively
succumbing to their cravings, despite their
supposed allegiance to me.
Walking home after yet another day of
poor sales, I had a sudden epiphany: I
would, like my competitors,
entice
customers with the Gertrude Hawk box
itself! I walked into my classes, confidently

...seniors who had B-wing lockers for three
years are demoted to the lower ranks of the
“regular” lockers.
...you keep seeing the same email address on
every single sign-up sheet at the Club Fair.
...a handful of kids regularly try to look
their best in order to capture the eye of a
roaming, student fashion blogger...
...and for those who aren’t too concerned
with the fashion world, their goal for the
year: to make it onto Humans of JP.
...a senior prom dress Facebook page started
in September.
...Pirate Day, as well as the fall pep rally
antics, satisfied returning students’
nostalgia for the science department’s
exuberance and spirit.
...you hear that certain teachers will
be performing in an upcoming theater
production...
...and you desperately hope that the rumors

are true.
...you learn more vocabulary from the
morning announcements than from English
class.
...now that they play music after homeroom
on Monday, you can never tell what day of
the week it is...
...or what decade you’re living in.
...you start dressing based on your classroom
locations instead of on the weather.
...seniors must defend themselves from bees
and craneflies while sitting outside during
lunch.

and left the candy distribution to someone
else, your studying was never going to go as
smoothly as you planned. Kudos for trying,
though.
“I wanted to go, but I just feel too awkward
and old to go tricko r- t r e a t i n g ,”
other
students
complained.
Nonsense.
All
teenagers can (and
should)
muster
up enough spirit
to run around in
costumes.
And
who cares if you
wear the same old
cape and mask
from third grade
to ask for candy?
Don’t be ashamed.
The worst that
could happen on
Halloween night
is being turned
down
by
an
unamused parent who takes one look at your
sloppy last-minute costume and says some
nonsense along the lines of, “Aren’t you a bit
old? Halloween is for kids.” Take a risk—just

go out, have fun, and demand your free share
of candy!
Nevertheless, there were those lucky few
who went all out and celebrated Halloween
to the fullest. They were the first to kick
off the mischief, quickly whizzing through
their own neighborhoods before scrounging
around remote neighborhoods for even more
treats. These people stayed out late to stock
up their supplies of candy for the rest of the
school year, even though they had known
their stashes wouldn’t last until Christmas.
Admit it—you, too, used to grab a fistful of
candy from the basket even though the sign
requested that you only “Help yourself to
ONE!”
Now that another Halloween has come
and gone, it’s a good time to think about
the real purpose of the holiday—spending
time with family, and being grateful—just
kidding. It’s all about having fun! Whether
it’s going to the Halloween party down the
street or handing out treats at home, next
year you should consider taking a night off
to experience the festivity and excitement
of the holiday. As high school students, we
are not kids anymore, but that doesn’t mean
we can’t take a break from our textbooks
and relive the spooktacular joys of trick-ortreating.

flashing the box. Hordes of people gathered
around my desk, clamoring for Toffee
Almonds, Milk Chocolates, and
Crispies. I even caught the
attention of my
teacher,

decided to peddle my candy at the North
Edison Public Library, a favorite hangout
for students just down the street and
up the hill from JP Stevens. To my
utter surprise, upon pulling my box
out of my bag, I managed to sell
most of my wares instantly. With
no other competitors around,
I sold most of the chocolate in
my box without even breaking
a sweat. Victory tasted sweet.
Unfortunately, at the
end of the day after all my
customers had disappeared,
I discovered that I had five
bars left of the infamous
“70% Dark Chocolate” and the muchdespised “Dark Chocolate Raspberry.” After
all my trials and tribulations, I decided
to finally give in. Knowing that I would
never be able to find customers that would
voluntarily buy these flavors from me, I
gorged myself on these sweets, sacrificing
my taste buds (and, of course, my money).
Heading off to bed feeling quite queasy, I
reflected upon what Forrest Gump said:
“Life is like a box of chocolates.” It does
seem that way sometimes, doesn’t it—as if
life is about selling one box of chocolates
after another. To be honest, I’d rather not
think about it.

who
asked
me to stay back after class.
Expecting to sell another chocolate bar,
my heart sank
when she threatened to
report me to the office for “distracting”
other students during class. With my box
stuffed and hidden in my bag, I dragged my
feet through the halls once again. How was I
going to sell this box of sweets now?
Knowing that I had to sell all 48 of my
chocolates for my club, I resolved to find
another place to sell them. After all, it’s
all about location, right? Half-heartedly, I

By VERONICA MELIKSETIAN, freshman,
RACHEL DIAO, senior, and
SRIDHAR SRIRAM, senior

Expresso Yourself
MORE THAN a few JP students rely on a couple cups of coffee to get them through midnight study sessions and through the early hours of the morning.
From the unpleasant dregs at the bottom to the heavenly, wafting aroma of the pumpkin spice latte above to the always-smiling face plastered on the
outside, a cup of coffee highly resembles the average JP student. Along with coffee, here are a few other indispensable things that will help you cope
with JP life.

Freshmen vs. Upperclassmen
By ALICIA KANG, freshman
THE MAIN DIFFERENCES between freshmen and upperclassmen are not just distinctions of style, popularity, or height. Rather, students’ behaviors in different situations
truly distinguish the inexperienced youths from the wise elders. Whether it’s how they ride the bus or when they arrive to class, freshmen and upperclassmen have very
different approaches to school.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Freshmen: Carry around tape, scissors, a ruler, and a protractor… just in case.
Upperclassmen: Carry around one notebook for all their classes and a pen they found on the floor.
NAVIGATING THE HALLWAYS
Freshmen: Memorize the map—both upstairs and downstairs—to ensure that they get to class on time.
Upperclassmen: Still claim to have gotten “lost” trying to find a new room upon arriving late to class every day for the first week of school.
TAKING THE BUS
Freshmen: Arrive 45 minutes early to the bus stop and carry their bus passes in their back pockets.
Upperclassmen: Hit the snooze button twenty times, and when they are officially late, decide to take a day off. There was that
math homework from two days ago that still needed to be finished, anyway.
CARRYING BACKPACKS
Freshmen: Carry two backpacks (one to transport their books to and from school, and another smaller backpack, to carry
from class to class).
Upperclassmen: What is a backpack?
CRUSHES
Freshmen: Have crushes on upperclassmen.
Upperclassmen: Are friends with the people freshmen have crushes on.
EATING BREAKFAST
Freshmen: Miss breakfast because they were pulling all-nighters the night before trying to perfect their U.S.-1 assignments.
Upperclassmen: Finish the rest of their breakfasts as they walk into class during second period.
TEXTBOOKS
Freshmen: Cover their textbooks the same day they receive them. Carry all of their textbooks around with them to class, even if they
are rarely used.
Upperclassmen: Leave their books in dusty, untouched corners of their rooms. The books are only touched twice: once when they are
handed out, and once when they are returned.
EATING IN THE HALLS
Freshmen: Try to hide their food before they get caught.
Upperclassmen: Offer some food to the teacher who “caught” them.
CLOTHES
Freshmen: Will spend hours picking out their outfits, doing their hair, and making sure their makeup is perfect.
Upperclassmen: Get away with wearing “three” pairs of sweatpants the entire week: the right way, inside-out, and backwards.
GETTING TO CLASS ON TIME
Freshmen: Run in the halls to get to their classes on time.
Upperclassmen: Arrive late, but talk themselves out of a punishment because they have known their teacher for so long.

Homeroom Rush
By ANEESH DESHPANDE, junior
7:38: The dreaded two-minute bell sounds, and joyful conversation suddenly turn into shuffling feet as crowds of people rushing to their homerooms and an ensuing
sense of frenzy. As the seconds go by, the halls are overwhelmed with a feeling of isolation, with only a handful of seniors who are on the verge of passing the limit for
acceptable lates. Rows of lockers slam shut, groups of kids run in through all entrances of the school, and homerooms become lively as students scramble to find their
seats. The next 60 seconds go by in a whiz, and precisely as the second hand of the clock strikes twelve, the bell rings. While some manage to slide into homeroom right
before the bell sounds, the few hopeless stragglers who have failed to beat the buzzer now embark on the slow, shameful trudge to the attendance office.

If you manage to make it to homeroom on time, what follows your morning sprint is not the solace you would expect to receive, but rather a series of bells that test
your luck. Most class schedules are designed fairly well and allow students to reach their classes on time. But there are those moments when you scratch your head as
you scurry all the way from the choir room to the B-wing on the other side of the school. After spending countless hours calculating the average length of my stride, the
steps per minute I take, and the distance I need to travel, I concluded that I can make it to any class within five minutes. So why exactly can’t we, the JP student body,
make it to class on time?
In my journey to find this answer, I spent countless hours calculating the average time it takes to get in between classes, why I get lates, and why I am early some days.
After all, as the Doctor once said, “People assume that time is a strict progression of cause and effect, but actually from a non-linear, non-subjective viewpoint—it’s more
like a big ball of wibbly wobbly, time-y wimey... stuff.” When I took the average stride into account, combined with the average distance between classes, the spacing of
the floor tiles, and the number of people who occupy the halls of JP Stevens, I found that the most efficient path to go from Point A to Point B is reached by walking at
a pace of 3.5 meters per second, five centimeters to the right of the exact middle of the hallway. Or if you’re really dedicated, you can also try jumping off the walls in a
parkour fashion, or dolphin-diving through small gaps between two people (be prepared to get a lot of weird looks with the latter). Parkour is an art after all, and while
unorthodox, I can confirm that when done right, it will get you to class on time. And finally if you’re a maverick, you can try asking a very experienced upperclassmen
for access to JP’s secret underground tunnels—although you might end up on the other side of Edison if you don’t navigate them properly.
All of this requires a bit of luck, which is why you shouldn’t always rely on your newly acquired parkour abilities. Sometimes your locker may be stuck, or you might
be stuck in an ill-timed spot—but that’s why getting to class on time is an art. It requires precise planning, ridiculously long calculations, and insane athletic
abilities. It’s not simply just getting from class to class; it’s an exhilarating rush that tests your mental strength and your ability to plan properly.
And if you cannot devote yourself properly to this art, you will find yourself trudging along in the walk of shame. The walk to the attendance
office while homeroom continues, the tardies that slowly add up, and the feeling of embarrassment as you rush into your class minutes late
are all ramifications of not arriving on time. All of these issues are why we should all commit to this beautiful art, for it will only bring us
joy and relief. And a lot fewer tardies.

Your Hallway Face
By NIKITA SALWAN, senior
STUDENTS HAVE distinct looks on their faces as they walk down the hallway on their way to class. What is your hallway face?

THE NOT-REALLY-WALKING DEAD
If you have just pulled an all-nighter, are feeling under the weather, or are just plain exhausted from life, you might look a bit more like
the undead than a living person. With a blank stare and limp shoulders, you are barely able to drag yourself to class. A few brains might be
able to save you from your lifeless disposition.
THE SKY IS FALLING
If you’ve just failed a difficult test, you are probably sporting this face. You look like the world is coming to an end and there’s nothing you
can do about it (cue total panic). Symptoms of this condition include messy hair, teary eyes, and a look of complete despair.
THE NO-FACE FACE
This face is not really a face. If your pile of books is so large that you can barely see over it, unfortunately, you have The No-Face Face. We
don’t know what your face looks like because we can’t see it! As one might expect, this look is typically attributed to freshmen.
THE BEYONCÉ
Confidence. This is the first word that comes to mind when someone sees you strutting through the halls. You’re rocking a new outfit, flawless
hair, and a fierce attitude. This is the confident, “No one can stop me; I woke up like this,” look.
THE TGIF
The TGIF is a mixture of relief, gratitude, and happiness. After enduring a long, stressful week, it’s finally time to just throw your hands in the
air and thank God it’s Friday! (Caution: if you see friends sporting this look on a Thursday, thinking that it’s actually Friday, don’t burst their
bubbles.)
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Orientation, contd.
Next, Ms. Pawlikowski heartily welcomed
the class of 2018 and conveyed this year’s
motto of “it’s our time.” To show the
importance of making the most of their
time at JP, Ms. Pawlikowski introduced
guest speaker Dr. Matt Bellace, who spoke
about the need for finding “natural highs.”
With comical jokes and amusing stories,
he called on volunteers to participate in
demonstrations. In one activity, Dr. Bellace
conveyed to students the value of support
and companionship by seating four students
back-to-back. One by one, Dr. Bellace
removed the chairs from under the students,
who found themselves relying on their
friends more and more until at last, all the
chairs were removed and the students were
completely leaning on each other to avoid
falling. Enjoying the enthusiasm aroused by
Dr. Bellace’s presentation, senior H.A.W.K.S.
facilitator Srinidhi Shanmu admitted, “I was
a bit jealous of the freshmen. My class was
the ‘hurricane class’ and we didn’t have the

ideal orientation with seniors clapping for
us as we entered and amazing presentations
afterwards.” Others, who were also energized
by the presentation,
eagerly left the
auditorium to finally explore the halls of JP.
Grouped by homeroom, students were led by
upperclassmen on a tour of the school. Along
the way, the guides stopped by classrooms
and spent their time answering questions
about the pool on the roof, going over selfevaluations, and engaging the students
in “icebreaker” activities so that students
could get to know one another. In addition,
the JPS Theater Company performed
entertaining yet educational skits on difficult
situations they expected the freshmen to
encounter in the coming year. After several
more activities, the guides brought the
students to the cafeteria, where they were
served pizza and given time to socialize.
With most of the day completed, the
students were taken to their homerooms,
where they met their homeroom teacher

Freshmen Elections
By GRACE WANG, freshman
A NEW SCHOOL for new students
inevitably means a new class council. The
freshmen have spoken: on October 3rd, four
class council candidates heard their names
announced on the loudspeaker as they were
declared the student representatives of the
Class of 2018. Their positions and names are
the following: President Anish Chouthai,
Vice President Suhav Toteja, Secretary Jaaee
Nadkarni, and Treasurer Andrew Shen.
A few days prior to the highly-anticipated
announcement of the results, the freshman
class had been spurred by the candidates to
enter the “election fever mode.” It all started
when vivid campaign posters began to pop
up in the hallways.
Next, the freshman class gathered in the
auditorium to meet the six candidates up
for election, who were lined up on the stage
with confident smiles on their faces. On the
other side of the stage, JP’s student council
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was seated along with its advisor, Mr. Baer,
to help facilitate the speeches.
One after another, the candidates
presented their passionate speeches as they
stood in front of the podium. Each speaker
eloquently portrayed their standpoints,
ideas, and hopes for the future of the class
of 2018.
The first speaker was Andrew Shen, the
uncontested candidate for treasurer. His
ideas centered around hosting a variety
of “enjoyable fundraisers,” such as candy
sales and restaurant dine-ins. Afterwards,
Suhav Toteja, the only candidate for Vice
President, presented a humorous speech
that was spoken partially in Spanish. His
campaign slogan, “I am muy bien!” reflected
his passionate personality. The following
two speakers were both vying for the
position of secretary. Jaaee Nadkarni and
Dakshina Palasamudrum both explained
their ideas to improve the class and high
school experience by collaborating with the

Jeffardy, contd.
and received planners, locks, and locker
assignments. Soon after, an announcement
indicated that all freshmen students should
try to find their classes. Using their maps,
some students were able to navigate skillfully
to their assigned rooms. Most students,
however, spent the time frantically running
through the halls, unable to find their classes.
At the end of the activity, the freshmen finally
found their ways back to their homerooms.
The teachers dismissed the students, as
many were eager to make use of their
remaining summer vacation. Although
some students were initially uninterested
in the idea of coming to orientation before
school began, many of them left comforted
and prepared for the first day. Freshman
Shruti Sundaresh commented, “The
orientation was a great practice run to get
to know the school.” When everyone was
able to find their classes on the first day
of school, it was obvious that all the hard
work put into the orientation had paid off.

rest of the officers.
The first presidential candidate to
present was Tajira “Jay” Harmon, who
emphasized her vision for a fun four years
and a memorable prom. Anish Chouthai,
the final candidate, reminded the class of
his experience as president in middle school
while entertaining the crowd with his
happy-go-lucky personality.
Throughout the assembly, the auditorium
was filled with laughter and support. As Dr.
Shallop noted after the presentation of the
speeches, “The common theme in all of the
speeches is that they [student government]
can’t do it without the students.” After the
election, Mr. Baer recalled, “The results
were very surprising, which says a lot about
the caliber of students we had running. The
votes were extremely close, showing how
respected the candidates are by their peers.
Just because one candidate did not win, does
not mean this is the end. There are many
more doors to be opened.”

JP Day, contd.
house and participated in friendly games
of volleyball. Not only were there games,
but different snacks were also provided
outside. These included the Asian
Pacific Art Club’s bubble tea and onigiri
rice balls and a donut eating contest
hosted by The National Honor Society.
Inside the school, FBLA set up a pingpong table in the cafeteria for players to
compete against each other. Other athletic
students also took part in friendly games
of volleyball, basketball and badminton
inside the gym.
Musically inclined
students were instantly attracted to the JPS
Choir karaoke machine and Guitar Club
station, which featured the popular video
games, “Guitar Hero” and “Rock Band.”
The “Academy of Science” put into use
a water balloon slingshot while Science
Honor Society taught people how to make
“gak,” a mixture of borax, glue and food
dye. With Spanish Honor Society’s piñata
bashing and Spanish Bingo and Regalis’
favored photobooth, the stations caught
the attention of many of the attendees.
JP Day has proved to be one of the
most successful school traditions to date,
integrating the student body, faculty, and
families all in an enjoyable atmosphere.
Junior Samika Parab observed, “JP Day is
a great way for everyone to come together
and have some fun. It allows us all to
connect with each other as we celebrate
our school.” Proving to be more than
just a fundraising event, JP Day fosters
a sense of pride and support for the
school in a unique, entertaining manner.

AARUSHI GOVIL

Seniors Cheryl Chu and Natasha Shah enjoy the karaoke station run by
the JP Choir during JP Day.

50th Year, contd.

the sets and the costumes as well. Senior
Gira Mistry, one of the two art heads, claims,
“As art head, I understand the intensity
of the amount of work that goes into the
shows, not only for the art crew, but also
for everyone in theatre who put forth their
dedicated time to make the show efficient
and spectacular.”
Months become weeks, weeks become
days, and before anyone realizes it, it’s
already “tech week.” This is the most
stressful week for everyone involved in
the production, since every minor detail is
scrutinized and the work hours stretch out
even longer than before. The crew and the
cast sacrifice their own personal time and
much-needed hours of sleep so that they
can perfect the production. “Tech week can

be one of the most stressful and harrowing
weeks of your life. I feel like on tech week
nights, I am constantly fluctuating between
crying and laughing hysterically,” says junior
Monica Beispiel, marketing manager.
After months of preparation and
dedication, the success of the production
is always more than anyone could possibly
imagine. For those who have spent countless
hours working, seeing the entire auditorium
filled and getting compliments on the
beautiful set make all the hard work worth
it. A celebration of music, dance, comedy,
and drama, this year’s fall production, 50th
Year Celebration, is a completely different
approach for the JPS Theatre Company.
Nevertheless, we are confident that it will be
spectacular.

questions that have been asked on the
program in previous years. He particularly
liked the J-Play feature on Google Chrome
that stimulates the game. He says, quite
enthusiastically, “Through online tools,
I even got to track my Coryat score,
which essentially tracks how much
money you would earn on Jeopardy! with
the number of questions you get right.”
Although the pre-game preparation was
grueling, Jeff used the resources around
him to make the process enjoyable. He
says, “I don’t think I felt discouraged by
my preparation. After all, it only helped by
making me more familiar with Jeopardy!
as a whole.” From the very beginning, Jeff
exhibited the optimism needed to withstand
any stress. He turned preparing for a
Jeopardy! game into an opportunity to learn
many new things; he was already a winner.
So, months later, when Jeff stood side by
side with the host of Jeopardy!, he knew that
his all his effort would not go in vain. Instead
of feeling anxious, Jeff commented, “It felt
so exhilarating to be on such a nationally
renowned quiz show. I could feel the vibe of
the audience all around me.” Going into the
game confidently, Jeff didn’t consider the
questions to be too difficult, partly because his
preparations had shown him what to expect.
When asked if there were any questions
that really made him think, Jeff humorously
responded, “there were a few questions that
stumped me, but one category in particular
was the Katy Perry one.” His competition
was tough to beat, especially since every
other contestant was just as knowledgeable
as him and sometimes a little better at
working the buzzer. “It’s not as easy as
it seems on TV to win,” Jeff admits. He
also discovered that his competition was
surprisingly friendly and approachable.
He comments, “The atmosphere was
very genial, as if we didn’t even care
about the competitiveness of Jeopardy!”
However, there is always only a single
winner. When Johnny Gilbert announced
Jeff’s name again, this time designating him
as the official winner of Jeopardy!, Jeff was
completely stunned. It was a tie between
him and another contestant – a tie he was
not anticipating. He says, “When I came
into the finals, I told myself that it was okay
if I didn’t win. I had made it that far, and I
was proud of that.” But, for all his hard work
and patience, Jeff returned home with a
well-deserved win and a check of $75,000.
Looking back now, Jeff reflects that he
couldn’t have won without the support of
two special family members: his mom and
sister. They were his motivators, always at
his side through both the ups and downs.
Jeff also attributes his motivation to some of
the other contestants. Although they were
his competitors, they were still warm and
encouraging. In particular, he describes a
contestant named Maggie Speak, saying,
“She was a great motivator and an absolute
bundle of joy. She woke you up with her loud
voice no matter how tired you were!” Jeff
is not only overjoyed by his win, but also
grateful that he received the opportunity
to meet other driven teenagers like him.
In the end, Jeff walked away from
Jeopardy! satisfied. He details the most
valuable lesson he learned as such: “Life
is honestly a bunch of luck. If William had
gotten the Daily Double, I would not be a
champion. Similarly, if Alan had bet a dollar
more on either of his Daily Doubles, he
would have won. Or, for that matter, if Alan
and I had gotten the final question wrong,
Cooper would have won.” He believes that it
was partly his expertise and partly his luck
that helped him achieve the title of a winner.
Nevertheless, he is the first JP student
to ever achieve such an extraordinary
feat. For that, Jeff’s journey to becoming
a Jeopardy! winner will be forever
ingrained in the history of JP Stevens.
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By Debisha Dey, sophomore

snippets of JP life and beyond

Fall Rally

MS. BERESFORD has joined the JP
Stevens staff after spending 14 years at
John Adams Middle School. At William
Paterson University, she majored in
Elementary Education, Special Education,
and Supervision, with a minor in theatre.
Ms. Beresford is not only a Special
Education teacher at JP Stevens but also a
professor at Kean University for graduate
students learning strategies for children
with learning disabilities. Ms. Beresford’s
love for children helped her to choose a
career as an educator. As a undergraduate,

she wanted to work with “below grade
level readers” to help them succeed. Her
goal is to instill creativity, responsibility,
and individuality in her students. Having
previously taught in a middle school,
she now prefers a high school environment
where she can see her students grow and
develop. Ms. Beresford hopes to create a
book club in JP Stevens in order to share
her love of reading with her students.
Outside of school, Ms. Bereford can be found
boating, meeting new people, and traveling.
By DEEKSHA UDUPA, freshman

DR. JONATHAN CLARK, a Latin teacher at
JP Stevens and Edison High School, grew up
in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. After earning
a bachelor’s degree in Classical Languages at
Grinnell College in Iowa, he continued his
studies at the University of North Carolina,
where he earned a Master’s degree in
Classical Latin and a PhD in Classical and
Medieval Latin. Dr. Clark’s interest in Latin
increased exponentially after visiting Greece
during college. Drawing parallels between
Rome, Latin, and today’s society enables him
to gain insight on Roman society, a quality

that Dr. Clark regards worthy of teaching.
For him, the satisfaction of teaching comes
from the success of his students. He treasures
the moment when a student says, “Now I
get it!” Dr. Clark considers teaching at both
JP Stevens and Edison High a challenge,
but he regards being both a Hawk and an
Eagle as “an opportunity to learn from
twice as many teachers and administrators
as I would be able to if I were teaching at
only one school.” Besides Latin, Dr. Clark
enjoys ice skating during his free time.
By CHIRAG GURUKIRAN, junior

ALTHOUGH NEW to JP Stevens, Ms.
Crincoli has plenty of experience as a nurse.
With a Bachelor’s Degree in Nursing and
years of experience working at The Visiting
Nurse of Central New Jersey, Ms. Crincoli
has shown a true dedication to her job. Even
after being a nurse for a decade, she still
holds the same passion that she did at the
outset of her career. When asked if she had
ever considered pursuing a different career,
Ms. Crincoli stated that she could not recall
ever wanting to be anything but a nurse. Her
reason for never getting bored of her job is

that they “get a whole variety of fun things
to do.” The fun things that Ms. Crincoli
experiences during the school day makes up a
small fraction of all of her passions. At home,
Ms. Crincoli enjoys spending time with her
family and tending to her garden. When
given the chance, she also enjoys relaxing at
the beach. According to Ms. Crincoli, her first
few months working here at JP Stevens have
been as enjoyable as relaxing at the beach.
Ms. Crincoli says, “I love my job here and
look forward to coming to school every day.”
By SAMARTH PATEL, freshman

A GRADUATE FROM Rutgers University in
History and Psychology, Mr. Joseph DiBella
currently teaches US History at JP Stevens
after having taught at John Adams Middle
School for the last 14 years. Mr. DiBella
has been the assistant girls’ tennis coach
for the past 5 years and the assistant boys’
tennis coach for the past 7 years. His love
for sports is evident through his hobbies of
watching and playing sports. He also enjoys
watching TV shows like Sleepy Hollow and
classic movies like Weekend at Bernie’s. Mr.
DiBella stresses the importance of learning

from the past, living in the present, and
planning for the future. He reminds his
students to take advantage of opportunities,
and that it is possible to become successful
in any walk of life. When asked what he
likes most about JP Stevens, he replied,
“The administration is great, the teachers
are great, and it’s always nice to see the
students I had as sixth and seventh graders
as juniors and seniors.” Mr. DiBella hopes
to leave a legacy at JP as a great teacher and
that his students remember to visit him.
By SAMANTHIKA DEVALARAJU, senior

EVERY TEACHER HAS a motto, and Ms.
Durso’s is “no goal is too far to reach.” As
a teacher, she hopes to show her students
that anyone can achieve their goals, as long
as they work hard. Ms. Durso received
a Bachelor’s degree in English and a
Master’s degree in Education from Rutgers
University. She believes that being a teacher
helps her to become a better student. Her
passion for teaching was evident, even as a
child, as she always chose to be the teacher
when role-playing. In college, her major was

undecided until she took a writing course
where she felt an immediate connection
to English, inspiring her towards her
eventual degree. Ms. Durso believes that
a high school environment is the best,
since students are mature enough to
appreciate her humor. In her free time,
Ms. Durso enjoys playing the saxophone,
and she wishes to start a performing arts
club at JP. She looks foward to showing
her Hawk pride in the coming year.
By DEEKSHA UDUPA, freshman

MR. DANIEL MERCADO has been a Special
Education teacher for two years. He has
lived in Edison his whole life, attending
some of the same public schools as JP
students today. While he was a student at
Edison High School, Mr. Mercado decided
to become a teacher and decided to go into
Special Education while at Kean University.
He explained, “Growing up, I was fortunate
enough to have people around me who
genuinely cared about me. I realized that
not everyone is as fortunate to have that.
I felt that the way I can make the most

impact on kids would be to become a Special
Education teacher.” Mr. Mercado worked
at John Adams Middle School for the past
year. This year, he began working at JP
Stevens. According to Mr. Mercado, teaching
at JP is rewarding, stating, “I have a great
group of kids who try their best and want
to learn.” Mr. Mercado gives the students
of JP advice by saying, “High school is the
beginning of the rest of your life. You don’t
want to look back on it in 10 years and
have regrets. This is where it all starts.”
ByANGELA PAUL, senior

ISHIKA GOVIL
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By CHIRAG GURUKIRAN, junior
THE ANNUAL Fall Rally has always been

a place for Key Clubbers all across New
Jersey to mingle, discuss future events,
and celebrate accomplishments. This year
was no exception: over 3,000 members
met at Six Flags on Sunday, October 12th
to express their enthusiasm for the oldest
and largest service program run by high
school students. This year’s plan of action, as
expressed by New Jersey District Governor
Samantha Levisay, is to “get animated with
service!” The idea of becoming ‘animated’
was prevalent in the theme of this year’s
rally: animation and cartoons. Each district
board member represented a cartoon
character from a variety of different popular
television shows, ranging from Spongebob
Squarepants to Avatar: The Last Airbender.
While the theme of this year’s rally was
quirky and fun, the underlying topics and
goals at hand were as important and serious
as ever. Ms. Levisay’s first order of business
was to enforce the idea that one person has
the ability to change the world through
actions that may seem insignificant or
meaningless. The district board addressed
the goals for Project Eliminate, Key Club, and
UNICEF by targeting maternal and neonatal
tetanus in third world countries. Neonatal
tetanus is an excruciatingly painful disease
contracted by newborns when exposed to
unsanitary birthing conditions. However,
this condition is preventable and by raising
funds to purchase cleaner materials and
vaccines, which is Key Club’s current
objective, the disease can be prevented and
cured. The District Governor highlighted
the importance of Project Eliminate when
she expressed that “the things we do and
say have domino effects. Donating $1.80 can
save a mother. That mother’s child may cure
cancer, solve world hunger, who knows?”
This has been the focus of Key Club and its
partners for the past four years, and with
this in mind, the fundraising goal of the New
Jersey District was set for 2015: $109,325.15
to cover the cost of vaccines, supplies, and
services necessary to eradicate neonatal
tetanus. The board announced that Project
Eliminate will be completed by the end
of the service year, effectively conquering
neonatal tetanus once and for all. The Board
also issued the Key Club’s new focus: hunger
in the United States. This year, they plan to
work closely with participating food banks
to collect food items for those in need of
donations. The ceremony ended with the
representative of the Kiwanis Family, Ruth
Incitti, praising the Key Clubbers for their
enthusiasm and unwavering dedication
with regards to the funds raised and the
services performed for Project Eliminate.
Once the District Board members and
the guest speakers bid their farewells, the
3,000 Key Clubbers were released into the
vast expanses of the theme park where
they spent the rest of the day riding roller
coasters, playing games, and meeting new
people. The chilly weather, though initially
rather uncomfortable, gradually warmed up,
resulting in an experience that was pleasant
for everyone who attended. Neither the
long lines nor the occasional roller coaster
malfunctions were able to stifle the Key
Clubbers’ enthusiasm that day. As expressed
by junior Himanshu Patel, “Fall Rally was
a great experience for all of those who
attended. Not only because they enjoyed
a memorable day at Six Flags, but because
students were able to meet other dedicated
Key Club members from around the state.”
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MS. ELISSA RINALDI is another one of the
great additions to the JP Stevens staff this
year. Before she arrived, she had previously
worked at Middletown High School. This
year marks her fourth year as a counselor and
a new, exciting chapter of her career here at
JP Stevens. She graduated from Monmouth
University with a Master’s degree in School
Counseling. Ms. Rinaldi had aspired to be
a counselor since she was young, because
she wanted to work with students and help
them find their own individual paths in life.
What she enjoys the most about counseling

is “meeting new students and watching
them mature over the years into confident
young adults, ready to take on the world.”
Ms. Rinaldi is an avid reader, as well as a very
active individual. In her free time outside of
school, she can be found doing any activity
ranging from skiing to swimming, to playing
tennis. She looks forward to a successful
year at JP Stevens by “being empathetic,
flexible, organized, and most importantly,
a good listener” to all students who may
ever need her help finding their own paths.
By CHITHRA SUBRAMONIAN, junior

MS. CATHERINE SWAYZE had always
wanted to become a Special Education
supervisor to ensure an education that
meets the individual needs of all students.
Her message to students at JP Stevens is
that just because someone may talk, act, or
look different doesn’t mean that he or she
is any less than anyone else. She feels that
everyone has strengths and weaknesses, and
that acceptance of others is the greatest gift.
Mrs. Swayze has a Master’s degree in
Administration. For many years she worked
at Elizabeth Public Schools as a Special

Education teacher at the high school level.
Then, she went on to become an Inclusion
facilitator and worked on the child study
team. Now she is a part of the JP Stevens
staff, and she feels happy and welcomed
by everyone in the school community.
Outside of school, Mrs. Swayze enjoys
vacationing at the beach, where she takes
long walks and picks up sea glass with her
dog Lola Gabriella Snooki Swayze. Her
favorite things to do include shopping and
watching the TV show The Big Bang Theory.
By SHIVANI SUNDARESAN, freshman

MS. JENNIFER TEBOUL was inspired to
enter the teaching field by the support and
influence she received from her instructors
throughout her educational career. In her
college years, Ms. Teboul majored in Business
at Rutgers Business School. Although
she knows that teaching can be quite a
challenge, her favorite part is interacting
with all her students and ensuring that she
does her absolute best to help everyone. Ms.
Teboul is the advisor of the Class of 2017 and
hopes to advise a club next year. To explain
her favorite aspect of business studies, she

said, “everyday, something changes. Keeping
up with these changes is the most interesting
part.” She hopes that all her students see the
value in learning business, whether or not
they plan to pursue it in college. For now,
she feels confident about her future as a
teacher and hopes to one day expand her
classes to include other business subjects
beyond accounting and economics. When
asked to describe teaching in one word, she
replied, “rewarding,” and the smile on her
face proved just how much she meant it.
By SAMIKA PARAB, junior

MS. DINA TOLBA is one of the great new

additions to our JP Stevens staff a the new
business teacher. After graduating from
Hofstra University in New York, Ms. Tolba
taught at Abraham Clark High School in
Roselle, New Jersey, before coming to Edison.
She aspired to become a teacher early on in
her life, excited by the prospect of being part
of a student’s journey through high school.
“I want my students to know that they can
do anything to achieve their goals as long as
they put their mind, heart, and hard work
into it,” she says. “Most importantly, they

should know I am always there to help
guide them.” Ms. Tolba also serves as an
advisor for FBLA (Future Business Leaders
of America), but she is also looking forward
to getting more involved. When asked what
her idea of an ideal teacher should be like,
she responded that he or she should be
“caring, flexible, understanding, always
available, and, of course, have a sense of
humor!” Ms. Tolba enjoys playing basketball
and listening to music. She looks forward
to a great experience here at JP Stevens.
By CHITHRA SUBRAMONIAN, junior

MS. KATIE VOSKOBOYNIK is a new
Environmental Science teacher at JP Stevens.
Initially a Biotechnology and Microbiology
major, Ms. Voskoboynik decided to switch
careers after enjoying her experience as
a teaching assistant for a Biology class
at Rutgers. Ms. Voskoboynik especially
appreciates Environmental Science because
of how applicable environmental issues are
to everyday life and how easy it is for people
to become involved. She not only wants to
teach her students Environmental Science,

but also wants to teach them how to think
critically. Outside of school, Ms.Voskoboynik
enjoys reading, hiking, practicing yoga, and
watching popular TV shows. An animallover, she has been fostering dogs since
2009. When asked for her favorite aspect
of JP so far, Ms. Voskoboynik exclaimed,
“I love how the school feels like a
community...a lot of students are involved,
a lot of faculty is involved. It seems like
everyone genuinely cares about the school.”
By SAMANTHIKA DEVALARAJU, senior

MS. EMILY ZAZANIS, a new Spanish
teacher in JP Stevens, received her Master’s
degree at the University of Granada, Spain.
However, she is no stranger to Edison,
having taught in the district for eleven
years at Thomas Jefferson Middle School
and John Marshall Elementary School.
Even though teaching runs in her family,
Ms. Zazanis has a deep, personal reason for
becoming a teacher. When she was twelve
years old, her younger sister was born with
Down Syndrome. By helping her learn, Ms.
Zazanis developed a passion for teaching

which can be seen through her dedication
today. She chose to become a Spanish
teacher because the culture opened up a
new world to her, giving her an opportunity
to communicate with different people.
She hopes that her students will gain an
understanding of both the language and
culture. Ms. Zazanis also serves as a JPAWS
advisor as well. She strongly believes that
a teacher should be “a facilitator to the
learning process, available for her students,
and able to help them reach their potential.”
By CHITHRA SUBRAMONIAN, junior
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Spaghetti
Dinner
By Grace Wu, sophomore
THE FAMILIAR TUNE of P!nk’s “Just Give

Me a Reason” was the first song the audience
heard on October 16, when the renowned
choir and orchestra of JP Stevens performed
at their annual Spaghetti Dinner Night.
The Concert Orchestra began the evening
with some pop music and ended with the
lively Capriol Suite under the direction of
Mr. Verdi. First-time freshman performer
Iris Tu claimed she “was beyond excited
to finally be part of the JPS music family.”
As the night progressed, more melodious
harmonies filled the air as the audience
watched and dined on an assortment of
food such as spaghetti and meatballs, salad,
and desserts served by student volunteers.
Senior Shiv Nadkarni serenaded the crowd
with “Quanto è bella” from the comic opera
“L’elisir d’amore” and senior Jennifer
Burkhart brought Mulan’s “Reflection” to
life. The Senior Choir drew a thunderous
applause after a hauntingly beautiful
rendition of the popular Youtube a capella
group, Pentatonix’s “Aha!” It was completed
with uniforms and theatrical movements
which brought the audience into the spirit
of Halloween. Following the choir was a
brief hiatus during which a string quartet
presented the spectators with “14,” an original
piece composed by sophomore Karen Jiang,
and a fun little jig called “12th Street Rag.”
The next group that performed was the
Chamber Choir, conducted by Mr. Meszaros.
It sang a variety of songs, including Billy
Joel’s sweet “And So It Goes” and “El
Hambo,” a short, whimsical song based
on the Swedish chef in “The Muppets.”
Sophomore Nitin Verma remarked, “This
was an amazing way to start off the year—
singing with the most talented musicians
in the school.” Afterwards, the Chamber
Orchestra, led by seniors Carolyn Cai
and David Zhao, performed the “Holberg
Suite,” featuring a dance-like tune, and the
fast-paced “Der Heyser Bulgar,” in which
Mr. Verdi called a “stellar performance.”
Alumna and former orchestra member
Cynthia Lin who recently graduated was
surprised by how much the orchestra had
improved; she praised the members for their
hard work and dedication. Senior soloist
Nisha Shankar then sang “Poor Wandering
One” from the comic opera, “Pirates of
Penzance,” and senior Amber Lin performed
“Unexpected Song,” from the musical “Song
and Dance.” Their magical voices entranced
the audience who marveled at their skills.
The night ended with a standing ovation
for the a capella choir version of William
Dawson’s “Ain’t A That Good News.”
The crowd had nothing but accolades
for all of the participants of the night.
Sophomore Sahil Mapkar believed that
this event “was a great opportunity to hang
out with friends, watch them perform,
and show school spirit by supporting
the music program all at the same time!”
Ultimately, the orchestra and choir
successfully showcased a wide range of music
from classical to modern pop for a delighted
audience. The well-executed night was
filled with delicious food and varied genres
of music; it demonstrated the hard work
that the students put into the preparation
of the performances. After the night, choir
and orchestra students have already begun
learning new music. Hopefully, the success
of this year’s Spaghetti Dinner Night will
carry through future performances to come.

90:
students absent the 66: seniors absent the
day before the October SATs day before the October SATs
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NFL? Not For Long
By NATASHA RAI, senior

THE GREATEST ATHLETES are typically
extolled for their ambition, talent, and
passion for their sports. Recently, however,
their private lives have been coming
under
increasingly
intense scrutiny by
the media and their
fans. Nowadays, it is
almost commonplace
to hear of an athlete’s
involvement in a case
of domestic abuse.
This issue first caught
public attention with
the trial of South
African
athlete
Oscar
Pistorius,
who made history
in 2012 as the first
double leg amputee
to
participate
in
the Olympics. In
the ruling, he was
found
guilty
of
culpable
homicide
for the death of his
girlfriend. Earlier this
year, U.S. women’s
soccer goalie Hope
Solo was charged
with
domestic
assault under the accusation of beating
her sister and nephew. Now, the National
Football League (NFL) is entangled with
three different domestic violence cases. In
the most publicized case, Ray Rice, former
running back for the Baltimore Ravens,
was caught on video striking his fiancée
and dragging her out of an elevator. Other
domestic violence cases of this past summer
alone include Ray McDonald of the 49ers
and Greg Hardy of the Panthers. According
to CNN, 85 out of the 713 arrests of NFL

players since 2000 have been for domestic
abuse.
One would assume that with this high level
of crime in the sports world, commissioners
and sports executives would be taking
stricter precautionary action to better

discipline their players. However, this does
not seem to be the case. According to reports,
the Baltimore Ravens president Richard Cass
and owner Steve Bisciotti asked the NFL
Commissioner Roger Goodell to be lenient
in his suspension ruling. With the initial
mere two-game suspension, Rice’s domestic
abuse seemed barely an offense compared to
illegal drug usage or DUI penalties, which
have had more severe repercussions for
players in the past. It was not until TMZ
reported the video five months later that the

Ravens released Rice’s video and Goodell
gave a public statement on the issue. While
women’s rights organizations as well as
many Ravens fans have asked for Goodell’s
resignation, the commissioner, who makes
over $40 million a year, has not shown any
plans of stepping down.
Even worse, a large
portion of the public is
taking the side of the
abusers. When 49ers coach
Jim Harbaugh benched
Ray
McDonald,
fans
went crazy. Thousands of
people are also standing
by Adrian Peterson’s side,
even though the man was
charged with beating
his child with a tree
branch. Fans value quality
football over morals and
safety. While the NFL is
dealing with these issues,
the U.S. national soccer
team continues to be
represented by captain
and goalie Hope Solo,
regardless of the abuse
trial she is facing. What
these organizations fail
to understand is that
professional athletes are
more than entertainers;
they are role models to young children. By
condoning domestic violence in the sports
world, officials imply that this type of
behavior is also allowed in everyday life.
If any positive result is to come out of
these widely publicized abuse cases, let it be
that the public is more aware of the gravity of
the issue and cognizant of its repercussions.
Hopefully, as the trials unfold, justice will
prevail, so that next time athletes will
remember to leave their aggression on the
field and not bring it home.

The First Kick
lot of experience going into every match.
On the other side of the field, the girls
EVEN THOUGH the World Cup fever ended
are improving everyday under the training
in America two months ago, enthusiasm for
of Coach Dato. They make up for the lack
soccer still runs high here at JP. This season,
of varsity experience on the team with
both the boys’ and girls’ soccer teams have
heart and determination in every game.
experienced players, talented newcomers,
The Lady Hawks are led this year by senior
and supportive coaches to
captains Hannah Harkay, Nidhi
help our school bring home
Patel, and Kiersten Shannon,
two more Greater Middlesex
who have helped in developing
Conference (GMC) trophies.
a competitive squad going into
Through hard work and
the GMC tournament. Juniors
determination, these players
Alexandra Maris and Sarah
are fighting to show their rivals
Elshafei along with freshman
that they are the teams to beat
Caitlyn Shannon led the team
in the GMC tournament. So
in goals this season. Although
far, the boys’ and girls’ soccer
the girls are 0-16, they still look
teams have showed immense
forward to improving in every
progress and are bound to
practice and game they play.
improve both individually and
When asked about how they plan
as a teams by the end of the
to spend the rest of the season,
season.
captain
Kiersten
Shannon
This year, the boys’ soccer
specifically mentions, “our first
team has compiled a solid
touch and keeping possession are
8-8-1 record with the help of
some of the things that we need
captains Antonio Nigro (12),
to work on, but with this team,
ISHIKA
GOVIL anything is possible.” According
Casey He (12), and Sridhar
Sriram (12). The boys started Captain Kiersten Shannon prepares to kick a ball downfield. to captain Hannah Harkay, the
the season off quickly and found the back of saves from his eleven games and recorded team lives by a principle of the legendary
the net nine times in their first four games. a shutout against Old Bridge. Casey, one of Brazilian soccer player, Pelé: “Success is
After a tough week against perennial powers the two second-year captains, reflects on no accident. It is hard work, perseverance,
South Brunswick and Monroe, the boys how the team has dealt with the hardships learning, studying, sacrifice and most of all,
found their footing again in a 2-1 win against it has faced so far: “We started off the season love of what you are doing or learning to
Piscataway. Senior Antonio Nigro leads strong but we stumbled through our away do.” She expects her team to embrace this
the team with nine goals, while forward schedule. Now that some of our key players principle throughout the rest of the season.
Siddharth Hariharan (12) has racked up six are back, our team is ready to put everything
Both teams have worked very hard each
goals and seven assists. However, injuries we have to bring back the wins on the home day under the burning summer sun as well
have been plaguing the varsity squad since field.” Fortunately, the team has a total of as the harsh fall winds. With every passing
the very beginning, hurting two of the fifteen seniors, six of whom have played on game, the boys’ and girls’ soccer teams remain
captains. Captain Casey He was injured varsity for at least three years; despite the focused on their ultimate goal: clinching
during the pre-season, and senior keeper two injured captains, the Hawks still have a the GMC trophy to close out the season.
By ROHAN ROY, sophomore

and captain Sridhar Sriram hurt his knee
in a game against the St. Joseph Falcons.
Fortunately, substitute goalie Connor
Shah (12) stepped up in place of Srid and
prevented several goals that would have
quickly turned the tide of the game against
the Hawks. Connor already has a total of 60
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King James
By FARHAN PATEL, junior
DURING THIS past summer, the USA
Men’s Basketball team dominated the
International Federation of Basketball
(FIBA) World Cup. They breezed through
the first few rounds, demolished Slovenia
in the quarterfinals and Lithuania in the
semifinals, and ultimately trounced Serbia
in the finals 129 to 92. Kyrie Irving, the
Cleveland Cavaliers superstar, led the
U.S. team with 26 points in the final game;
nevertheless, he was backed by exemplary
performances from his teammates, most
notably James Harden of the Houston
Rockets and Kenneth Faried of the Denver
Nuggets. With all their favorite players
gathered into one preeminent team, fans
of all basketball teams were satisfied with
Team USA’s complete control in the FIBA
World Cup. However, one notable name
was not on the roster this year.Arguably,
the greatest player of his era in the National
Basketball Association (NBA), LeBron
James, withdrew from Team USA this
summer. Even though his presence on the
team was not necessary in order to capture
the gold, some fans were disappointed that
they would not see LeBron playing alongside
his fellow NBA All-Stars, including Stephen
Curry and James Harden.
While Kyrie Irving, James Harden, and
the others were participating in the FIBA
World Cup, LeBron was still struggling with
a decision that would impact his personal
career. With the pressures of winning
another NBA championship, especially
after losing to the Spurs last season, he had
to determine which team he would play for
during the 2014-2015 season. Would he stay
with the “Big 3” in Miami for one more shot
at the championship? Or would he go back
home to Cleveland, where he would be with
his family and possibly start a new basketball
dynasty? What about the possibility of him
joining forces with superstars from other
teams like the Dallas Mavericks or Houston
Rockets? Many sports commentators called
it “The Decision: Part II,” comparing it to
when he first decided to leave Cavaliers to
join Dwayne Wade and Chris Bosh in Miami
in 2010. In an exclusive essay, “I’m Coming
Home,” released in the July 2014 issue of
Sports Illustrated, LeBron finally revealed
that he would be leaving the Miami Heat to
play for his home state. He wrote, “My goal
is still to win as many titles as possible, no
question. But what’s most important for me
is bringing one trophy back to Northeast
Ohio.” Essentially, “The Decision: Part II”
reversed what happened in Part I, when
he suddenly announced that he would join
the Miami Heat. However, this decision
was less dramatic because he had better
reasons to change teams now than he had
four years ago. He left the Cavaliers in hopes
of a better team dynamic and chance at the
NBA gold with Wade and Bosh, but now he
returns home to the town where his career
took its first steps. In this upcoming season,
LeBron will join forces with Kyrie Irving
and recently-traded Kevin Love to form a
new “Big 3.” With the long-awaited return
of their hero, who brought them their first
Finals appearance seven years ago, Cavalier
fans may finally get the storybook ending
they have all been looking for. Cleveland,
Ohio is LeBron’s home, and he now has the
opportunity to give back to the supporters
who have stood by him throughout his
entire career so far.
Still, scornful fans speculate that if Miami
had won the past season’s championship,
LeBron may have stayed; they attribute
his absence to the fact that he would not
be able to win any more championships
with Miami, especially with Dwyane Wade
facing several knee injuries and the team
lacking strong bench players. However, if
this argument were to be true, why would
he go to a tenth-seeded team that did not
make the playoffs? According to LeBron,
he is “not promising a championship right
now. [They’re] not ready. No way.” The
superstar wanted to focus his time and
energy solely on practicing on elevating his
team’s skills. LeBron James chose to go back
to the Cavaliers because he wanted to bring
the trophy back to the place he started his
journey, his home.
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Serving Up for States
By LAUREN TENCZA, junior
THE LADY HAWKS tennis team had a lot to
live up to this year following its impressive
second place finish in the Greater Middlesex
Conference (GMC) tournament and in the
Red Division last season. However, they have
already surpassed these high expectations.
Led by GMC 2013 Coach of the Year, Coach
Pisano, the Hawks held a near-perfect record
of 18-1 as well as the title of this year’s GMC
Champions. These results reflected their
inexorable determination to end up on top of
the States sectionals this season. With a team
comprised of both experienced returning
players and driven newcomers, they
succesfully achieved their goal to become
Red Division Champions this season.
Leading the Hawks this year were captains
Michelle Tsung (12) and Claire Pan (11).
Michelle Tsung, along with her first doubles
partner, Jessica Ho (11), has qualified for
the NJSIAA State Doubles Tournament this
season. Michelle has been an integral part
of the team and says, “I’m so grateful for
having the chance to experience four years
of playing tennis for JP, and I have a feeling
that we’ll be achieving much this year.”
Her co-captain, Claire Pan, also held a
hefty résumé. As former GMC champion
at second singles, Claire is currently
competing at first singles and comments,
“We had a really good chance of breaking
East Brunswick’s eight year winning streak
at county’s, and we did, so I’m excited to see

how far we can go this year.” Both Claire and
co-captain Michelle were optimistic about
the season ahead of them.
The girls’ success began immediately

streak continued all the way through the
GMC Tournament, when second singles
Deepti Talesra (10) and third singles
Jackie Quan (11) became individual GMC
champions after beating rival players from
East Brunswick and South Brunswick,
respectively. These two wins were essential
in order for the Hawks to win GMC Overall
Team gold. Shortly after the GMCs, the girls
competed in the North Jersey Group IV
state tournament, where they were seeded
first. They advanced past the quarterfinals
and semifinals, defeating two heavies
Watchung Hill and Westfield, another major
accomplishment for their season.
These massive achievements can be
attributed to a strong, balanced lineup this
year. The two veteran singles players, Claire
Pan and Deepti Talersra, were combined
with new singles player Jackie Quan.
The varsity team also has impressive new
additions, Ishani Kulkarni (9) and Christina
Xue (10), who were competing at second
doubles together this year. Making varsity
ISHIKA GOVIL as a freshman, Ishani wishes to “improve
First singles Claire Pan (11) her game over the next four years” and is
warms up on a forehand shot grateful to the upperclassmen for showing
against
rival
East
Brunswick. her the ropes on the court.
during the first week of the season, when
Combining each player’s individual
they put an end to Livingston’s three-year determination to succeed, along with the
winning streak in the September Smash guidance of Coach Pisano, the Hawks’ season
tournament. Julia Zou (12) and Stephanie was as promising as it has ever looked. If this
Zhou (12) contributed an important season’s incredible record is any kind of an
victory to the Hawks’ overall 4-1 triumph indication, the girls’ tennis team has a very
at second doubles. The teams’ winning bright future to look forward to next year.

Spike of Teamwork
By KAREN JIANG, sophomore

WHILE MANY of us lounged in the
comfort of our air-conditioned rooms
during the summer, the JP girls’ volleyball
team was preparing for an exciting fall
season. Considering their results in
the season so far, their preparation has
definitely paid off. The Lady Hawks are
currently 15-6 and look to continue their
winning streak.
Senior captains Susan Zhao, Heidy Shi,
and Jessica Liu led the Hawks through 15
thrilling victories over strong competitors
including Bloomfield, West-Windsor
Plainsboro North, Rutgers Prep, and East
Brunswick. The trio of talented captains
serve as exemplary role models for their
fellow teammates: Heidy Shi leads her
team in digs and service points (208 and
87 respectively), Jessica Liu leads with 31
aces, and Susan Zhao currently holds a
team record of 119 kills. They are supported
by sophomore Sydney Lin with 350 assists,
and junior Jamina Morris with 28 blocks.
The Hawks’ success is credited to the
strong team camaraderie during practices.
Jessica Liu comments, “Everyone is really
supportive of everyone on all three levels

captain Heidy Shi agrees, “When one player
falls, we all fall together. But when [one]
succeeds, we succeed together.”
The chemistry among the team members
is even stronger during game time. Heidy
Shi mentions how in previous years, a
few good players would hold most of the
weight for the team. However, this season,
the story is different; according to Heidy,
“This year, we’ve distributed the weight
evenly. So come game time, we play for not
only ourselves but for the whole team.”
The close bond of the team helps the Lady
Hawks overcome disadvantages as a unit.
Jessica Liu comments, “We’re a pretty
short team, but we work with it and we
don’t find it a disadvantage. We’re closer
to the ground, which means defense is
normally easier.”
For all teams, talent is a vital ingredient
for success. However, teamwork is
ISHIKA GOVIL what sets the Lady Hawks volleyball
Seniors Jessica Liu and Victoria team apart from others. Every girl gives
Sabo
jump up to block a ball her all during practices as well as during
against Edison High on Senior Day. games, and every win is a team win. This
and encouraging atmosphere is evident in mentality paid a huge role in the Hawks’
their “5-down” warm-up before every game; previous victories and will definitely push
each exercise is synchronized and well- them further into both the GMCs and
executed, without a step out of place. Fellow state competitions later on in their season.
of teams; words of encouragement are a
constant presence at practices.” This amiable

Running Through Some Stats
By NANCY WOO, senior
and JESSICA HO, junior
WITH THE FALL season well under way,
our athletes have established their training
schedules. Before they can break records
and set winning streaks, they rely on the
small things to reach their short-term
goals. Hawkeye surveyed the girls’ and boys’
cross country teams on their daily regimen
and personal expectations for the current
season. From their favorite guilty pleasures
to the thoughts that roam their minds during
practice, here are the results of our survey.
1. What do you use to stay hydrated before
and/or after a race?
Water : 83%
Gatorade/Powerade : 9%
Coconut water : 4%
Chocolate milk : 4%
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Win the Day
By KAPIL JAIN, junior
“IT’S NOT how you start but how you
finish.” This mantra has allowed countless
teams to rebound from difficult season
beginnings and finish strongly, and the
JP Stevens football team hopes to do the
same. Although they started 0-4, they have
been working harder each game and their
confidence is steadily building up as the
season progresses.
Part of the football team’s struggle lies
in the tough match-ups; South Brunswick,
for example, remains undefeated, while
Sayreville has only two losses. However,
our Hawks are never intimidated by their
opponent’s intense level of play. What
matters most to the players are learning
from each game and improving on their
weaknesses for the next week’s game. As
offensive tackle Matthew Fredericks (11)
stated, “This football team is a family. We
work hard everyday to help each other get
better. Our mantra is to ‘win the day,’ and
so far I believe we have achieved that goal.
We just have to keep moving forward as a
team and we will accomplish anything.” This
positive attitude is encouraged by Coach
Bryan Holt and captains Ryan Daly (12),
Stephen Susan (12), Francois Ballou (12), and
Deandre Perkins (12), who act as role models
for the other players, even when the score is
not in their favor.
Moreover, individual talent is growing
within this team as the players gain more
experience and develop their skill sets.
Although Deandre Perkins, last year’s
Defensive Player of the Year, continues to
efficiently guard the team’s defensive line by
recording four tackles, he is also performing
well in his offensive game; Deandre ran 82
yards in just two games and also scored two
rushing touchdowns. Other players who
have contributed significantly to the team
are Francois Ballou with 56 receiving yards,
Luke Jacobi (10) with 274 total yards, and
Karleek Sutton (12) with 130 total yards, one
touchdown, and two defensive tackles.
These players have improved immensely
and continue to do so throughout the season.
The long practices and challenging games
have strengthened a camaraderie among the
players. As Stephen Susan (12) stated, “We
learn from each other and try to build a bond
that is unbreakable. We know that each game
will not be handed to us, and we must work
together to succeed.” The players recognize
that they must learn from their mistakes and
continue to work hard to achieve their goals.
Coach Holt adds, “Our goal is to get better
every day, and good things will happen.”
With the tremendous amount of support
from the JP student body, as demonstrated
by the enthusiasm at the annual tailgate as
well as the audience attendance at the team’s
weekly games, the football team is eager to
continue to “win the day”.

2. What do you enjoy most in cross country?
Hanging with Coach Allen and Coach
Martinez : 17%
Winning a race : 15%
Getting healthier : 25%
Setting personal records : 57%

5. What do you think about most when you
run?
Annoying song lyrics : 35%
“Gotta pass this person.” : 17%
“I love hills.” : 13%
“Another mile?” : 35%

8. What is your greatest fear?
Finishing last : 26%
Another runner vomiting on you during a
race : 4%
Getting yelled at by Coach Allen : 59%
Shin splints : 11%

3. What is your favorite guilty pleasure?
Chocolate : 26%
Brownies : 35%
Donuts : 20%
Funnel cake : 19%

6. What is your favorite workout in cross
country?
Mile repeats : 7%
Hill workouts : 19%
Distance : 50%
Cooldown : 24%

9. What brand of athletic shoes do you
prefer?
Nike : 24%
Asics : 33%
Saucony : 35%
Other : 8%

7. What team do you wish to defeat most this
season?
Old Bridge : 37%
South Brunswick : 34%
East Brunswick : 9%
Edison : 20%

10. If you were to play another sport, what
would it be?
Soccer : 63%
Basketball : 10%
Swimming : 19%
None : 8%

4. What would you like to see the most this
season?
Coach Martinez jog with the team : 57%
The team go on a scavenger hunt : 12%
Coach Allen take on the ALS Ice Bucket
Challenge : 20%
Good weather : 11%

